Upper Division Theme Modifications

*Major in Engineering (All), Manufacturing Technology, Construction Management, and Concrete Industry Management*

**General Education Upper Division Themes** are modified for certain high-unit majors. You only need to take two courses for most themes, rather than the normal three. First, select a theme that is of interest to you (see the University Catalog for a description of each theme’s topic). Secondly, select two courses as indicated for the particular theme. Note that some themes require that you take the courses in a particular order (e.g., Theme B), while in other themes the courses may be taken in any order (e.g., Theme A). If you have questions, consult your major advisor. Note that courses designated with *E* or *NW* also satisfy the Cultural Diversity requirement.

**Theme A: American Identities and Cultures** — *Take one of:* AMST 345, MCGS/RELS 324*E*, or PHIL 306; *Take one of:* GEOG 352, HIST/MCGS 332*E*, or JOUR 310.

**Theme B: Contemporary Health Issues** — *First take:* PHIL 327; *Then take one of:* HCSV 325, HCSV 370, or SOCI 363.

**Theme C: Cross-Cultural Exploration** — *Take one of:* CHST/SPAN 354*E*, or ENGL 353*E*; *Take one of:* AAST/ASST 300*NW*, AFRI 300*NW*, ANTH 368*NW*, HIST/MEST 362*NW*, SOCI 354*NW*, or INST 327.

**Theme D: Environment Issues** — *Take one of:* PHIL 329 or RELS 347; *Take one of:* GEOG 304, HIST 341*E*, or RECR 310.

**Theme E: Ethics and Social Policy** — *Take one of:* PHIL 321, PHIL 326, or RELS 346; *Take:* ECON 352/HCSV 333.

**Theme F: Gender Perspectives** — *Take one of:* MCGS 310*E*, or MCGS/THEA 315; *Take one of:* CMST 334, HIST/WMST 335, or JOUR/WMST 311.

**Theme G: Global Issues** — *First take:* RELS 332; *Then take one of:* ABUS 390*NW*, GEOG 303*NW*, or POLS 341.

**Theme H: Honors** — *First take one of:* CMST/MJIS/SOCI 356H*NW*, GEOG/MCGS 316H*E*, or PSYC 398H; *Then take:* HNRS 398H or HNRS 399H. (This theme is only available to students participating in the GE Honors program).

**Theme I: Mexico and Central America** — *Take:* LAST 352*NW*/352M*NW*; *Take one of:* GEOG/LAST 354*NW*, GEOG/LAST 355*NW*, HIST 382*NW*/LAST 350*NW*/350M*NW*, or LAST/POLS 321*NW*.

**Theme J: Minds, Brains and Machines** — *First take:* PSYC 321 or CSCI 380/PHIL 364; *Then take:* PHIL/PSYC 363.

**Theme M: Science, Technology, and Society** — *First take:* BIOL/PHIL 322 or PHIL 370; *Then take:* CSCI 301 or MCGS 380.

**Theme N: War and Peace** — *Take one of:* PHIL 342 or PHIL 344; *Take one of:* CMST/MJIS/SOCI 356*NW*, HIST 350, or POLS 344.

**Theme O: Women's Issues** — *Take one of:* ENGL/WMST 360 or RELS/WMST 375; *Take one of:* POLS/WMST 324, PSYC 345, SOCI 335, or WMST 333*NW*.

**Theme Q: International Studies Abroad: England, Italy, France, and Spain** — Two courses completed abroad will complete the theme. Consult with the coordinator of Theme Q (the list of theme coordinators is maintained at [http://www.csuchico.edu/vpaa/manual/UDThemeCoord.htm](http://www.csuchico.edu/vpaa/manual/UDThemeCoord.htm)).

**Theme R: Global Music, Culture and Technology** — *First take:* AMST 335; *Then take:* MUSC 395*NW*.

**Theme S: Wealth, Power and Inequality** — *Take one of:* PHIL 341 or RELS 343; *Take one of:* ECON 340 or SOCI 340.

**Theme T: The Child** — *First take one of:* CHLD 362 or PSYC 352; *Then take one of:* ENGL 342 or PHIL 323.

**Theme U: Catastrophe and Humanity** — *Take one of:* HIST 305 or RELS 357; *Take one of:* ANTH 312 or GEOG 306.